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Here are the winners!
The Grahamstown Foundation and the South African Council for English Education
(SACEE) announced the English Olympiad rank order of the Top 20 Home
Language (HL) Exam and the Top 5 First Additional Language Exam (FAL) winners
at the official prize giving ceremony held in Grahamstown/Makhanda on Saturday 29
June 2019. (See page 3 for winners.) The rank order of the Top 100 HL and Top 18
FAL winners is available on the English Olympiad website:
www.saenglisholympiad.org.za.
The De Beers English Olympiad is an annual English literary competition, organised jointly by the Grahamstown
Foundation and the South African Council for English Education (SACEE). The aim of the Olympiad is to enrich
learners through the study of English and to encourage critical thinking and creative writing.
The English Olympiad drew 5712 candidates from 334 national and international schools in 2019. These included
schools from throughout South Africa in
addition to schools in Lesotho and
Botswana. This prestigious competition
has run since 1976. It has been
generously sponsored by De Beers since
1985.

On the 5 March this year, entrants from
Grade 10 to 12 wrote the three-hour
examination. Of the 5712 entrants, 4241
wrote the Home Language paper, and
582 wrote the First Additional Language
paper.
The theme of the anthology studied for
the examination this year was ‘Hidden
Truths’. The anthology, compiled by
SACEE and entitled, A Twist in the Tale,
consisted of a collection of short stories
that had surprise endings. Both HL and
At the prize-giving: Dr Di Mc Dermott (SACEE National Academic CoFAL candidates studied from the same
ordinator of the Olympiad), Shannon Morrison (HL winner), Ricky Woods
(SACEE EC Committee), Lethohukle Khumalo (FAL winner)
anthology and study guide provided.
FAL candidates were not required to
study all short stories and wrote a slightly different paper that the HL candidates. There was also a section on
language in the examination that involved punctuation and how it changes meaning.
The English Olympiad also focuses on assisting and enriching learners from communities where De Beers operates
through the Olympiad English Development Initiative (EDI). This year, 340 learners from 9 EDI schools entered
the Olympiad.
EDI is an expansive and inclusive component of the Olympiad, practically helping learners in schools in the mining
communities associated with De Beers to enjoy the benefits of the Olympiad and to increase confidence in the use of
English in these communities. Importantly this support is also adding some fun by providing an opportunity for
learners to compete at a national level.
(continued on page 3)
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From my Chair …

Who is SACEE?

It’s our passion …’.

‘

I recently had the misfortune of having to spend five
days in ICU following a major operation. But the one
thing that made it bearable was the superb nursing I
received. All the nurses were friendly and caring and
treated each patient as an individual needing special
attention. When I complimented one of the sisters,
her reply was: ‘Thank you, but you must remember,
this is not our job – it’s our passion.’
As I lay there, this made me think of SACEE. That might seem a strange
thought, but there is a parallel. What struck me again at our AGM in May
was how the delegates from the branches and national projects displayed a
passionate commitment to the English language in general and SACEE in
particular. And each of them in their reports paid tribute to the members of
their local teams for their dedicated voluntary service to the organisation and
its beneficiaries.
Some of the old stalwarts have moved on – or stepped aside while still
assisting. What is pleasing is that there are newcomers who have come to the
fore, bringing new vigour and freshness to the organisation.

Viva SACEE!
— DR MALCOLM VENTER, NATIONAL CHAIR

LESLEY TODDD:
OUR NATIONAL
SECRETARY AND
TREASURER
Lesley started with
SACEE in October 1998
when National Office was
situated in an office at
UNISA. She worked two
mornings a week. While
working there she was
approached by a
department within
UNISA’s English
department to help them
reconcile their books on another two mornings. At this
stage she had only the bookkeeping she had completed for
Matric. These opportunities inspired her to sign up and
complete her Higher National Diploma in Financial
Accounting. In 2004, due to the merger of UNISA,
Technikon SA and Vista College, she left the office at
UNISA and continued to work for SACEE from home
with flexible hours. She has also been involved since 2000
with the Pretoria Branch, assisting with administrative and
financial duties, as well as assisting with their creative
writing competition.
In 2009 Lesley found full-time employment as Bursar at
Assumption Convent School after a brief period of
working at the Watloo SPCA. At the 2016 AGM Lesley
was also appointed as National Secretary after the tragic
loss of Ms Patricia Bootland, who had mentored her from
her first day with SACEE.

The South African Council for English Education is a registered non-profit association
mainly consisting of voluntary members.
SACEE was established in 1955 by a small
group of people who were dedicated to the
protection of English usage. Our mission
statement – to support the teaching, learning
and appreciation of English.
Today, through a network of branches and
membership, the Council succeeds in initiating and sustaining a wide variety of worthwhile activities and projects, undertaken voluntarily by members and aimed at benefiting
teachers, learners and college and university
students. SACEE provides a practical means
for individuals and organisations to participate in the development of skills and in the
enjoyment of the English language. SACEE
draws together people with an appreciation of
the richness of the language, a concern for
clarity of thought and a respect for the multilingual diversity of South Africa.
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Olympiad Winners 2019
(continued from page 1)
Prizes awarded for the English Olympiad are as follows:
a. The Top 3 HL candidates receive R33 000, R30 000 and R27 000 respectively.
b. The Top 10 candidates in the FAL exam receive various cash prizes from SACEE.
c. The Top 15 HL candidates and the Top 5 FAL candidates were invited to attend the Grade 12 National Schools Festival in
Grahamstown/Makhanda. Their participation is sponsored by De Beers. The English Olympiad prize-giving ceremony is held
during this Festival where the rank order of the top winners is announced.
d. The Top 42 candidates in the HL exam and the Top 8 candidates in the FAL exam receive free tuition scholarships for their
first year of study at Rhodes University, immediately upon successful completion of the matriculation examinations, and subject to meeting the university’s entry requirements.
e. All candidates who complete the paper with sufficient comment receive certificates indicating a classified evaluation ranging
from Participation to Gold.
‘To be placed in the top 50 is no mean achievement,’ said Dr Malcolm Venter, National Chairperson of SACEE, which is responsible for the English Olympiad together with the Grahamstown Foundation. ‘The Olympiad demands a considerable amount of
preparation on the part of the candidates, and they have to face a three-hour examination which requires answers that show original thinking and an ability to express themselves in a creative style, while at the same time substantiating their views from the prescribed text.’

2019 English Olympiad TOP 15 Home Language (HL) winners in RANK ORDER
Rank

Title

Name

Surname

Grade

Name of School

1

Ms

Shannon

Morrison

12

Cornwall Hill College

2

Mr

Sean

Cameron

12

Cornwall Hill College

3

Ms

Katherine

Duvenage

12

Roedean School South Africa

4

Ms

Emily

Barnes

12

Parktown High School for Girls

5

Ms

Yunan

Liu

12

Maru-A-Pula School Botswana

6

Ms

Ilana

Jacobs

12

St Mary’s DSG Pretoria

7

Ms

Kerin

Stead

11

York High School

8

Ms

Caitlyn

Venter

12

St Dominics Priory School

9

Ms

Amira

Karstaedt

10

King David High School Victory Park

10

Mr

Max

Milella

12

St John’s College

11

Ms

Caitlin

Honeywell

12

Durban Girls’ College

12

Ms

Marcelle

Rademeyer

12

St Cyprian’s School

13

Ms

Michaela

Scholtz

12

Durban Girls’ High School

14

Ms

Bianca

Jardim

12

Rhenish Girls’ High

15

Ms

Caro

Botha

12

Parel Vallei High School

2019 English Olympiad TOP 5 First Additional Language (FAL) winners in RANK ORDER
RANK

Title

First name

Surname

Grade

School

1

Ms

Lethokuhle

Khumalo

11

Port Shepstone High School

2

Ms

Heleen

Pretorius

12

Hoërskool Garsfontein

3

Ms

Bianca

Nel

12

Oudtshoorn High School

4

Mr

Dewan

Barnard

12

Oudtshoorn High School

5

Ms

Mieke

van den Berg

12

Hoërskool Garsfontein
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Reprint rights
We have received a few requests this year from publishers to
reproduce pieces from previous issues of English Alive. We need
to look into developing a standard policy for managing these
requests and review our ownership of the copyright. We are
sourcing legal opinions so that the final policy is legally
compliant, ethical and fair, and ensures that this revenue stream
can contribute to English Alive’s sustainability.
The 2019 edition of English Alive will be the 53rd anthology,
produced annually without a break in production.

The English Alive website

Soliciting Submissions

The website includes information about English Alive, the latest
news from the project and its past contributors, many images
from our events, an electronic submission facility and an online
order form.

Due to the editorial handover, there were some delays and the
‘February Circular’ was only released in March. Despite this,
we have received hundreds of submissions, which are
currently being processed and graded.
We have done our best to update our national email database,
though we are aware that we are missing a number of schools
and teachers. Members who are not receiving emails are
encouraged to contact us so that we can update their details
on our database.
Submissions
We are still running our ‘At Any Time’ campaign to encourage
learners and teachers to submit throughout the year and avoid
a rush in April and May. We have received submissions at a
steady pace. Assistant editors have received their first batch of
pieces to review and will receive further batches over the next
two weeks.
The addition of an online submission facility on our website
has led to more learners making use of our ‘At Any Time’
facility.
We are still struggling to generate a significant number of
submissions of artwork for consideration for the cover. We
are going to engage directly with teachers to source a cover. It
has been suggested that we retain some of the art pieces we
consider for a ‘soft’ exhibition at the launch event.

The English Alive website is still active at www.englishalive.org.za

The English Alive Facebook Group
Robin Malan has continued to manage our Facebook group.
Due to his network and ongoing relationships with many past
contributors, he has graciously agreed to keep updating it.
We highly recommend that you join our English Alive Facebook
group. You can do this by visiting https://www.facebook.com/
groups/34922431048/ and then clicking on the join button. It is
a great resource and is filled with the latest information about the
work that we do and news from our past contributors.

English Alive Staff
Editor: Twanji Kalula
Assistant Editors: Naeelah Kamaldien, Chelsea van Lieshout
Orders: Sharon Sheldon
Robert van der Walk and Sharon Sheldon have indicated that
they would like to step down. Due to the complex nature of their
roles, they have agreed to manage the process until suitable
replacements are found.
They have both put a considerable amount of time, effort and
their personal resources into ensuring the English Alive remains
sustainable. dedication.

Selection
Once all the pieces have been reviewed by the editor and our
assistant editors, a shortlist will emerge; from those pieces,
through discussion and consultation (where necessary), the
final published selection of 60-70 pieces will be drawn.
All work is read and assessed anonymously.
Production
We are currently finalising design, layout and printing details.
We also need to appoint 2-3 experienced proof readers. We
will work with SACEE Western Cape to finalise these
volunteers.
Publication

We would like to publish this year’s edition at the end of
August, with a launch event provisionally set for 4 September.
We are chatting to the Open Book Festival, and will probably
launch the edition in the Cape Town CBD as part of the main
festival.
We will make an electronic version of this year’s edition
available for sale on the English Alive website, though demand
has been relatively low.

Outgoing, long-standing Editor, Robin Malan (left), with new Editor,
Tjwanji Kalula (right), at the 2018 launch of English Alive
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The National Language Challenge—a project of the Border
Branch—started in 1991 as an initiative to provide an English Language bench-marking service to schools and over the
past 27 years we have expanded into a national initiative
serving schools in all 9 provinces.
In 2018 we had 29 478 participants: 49 schools entered the
Grade 1 - 3 Puzzle Parades. 56 schools entered the Grade 4 7 Language Challenges. 26 schools entered the Grade 8 - 11
Language Challenges.
Hearty congratulations to Aidan Jones from SACS Junior School who scored 100% for the Grade 7 Language Challenge this year.
This is never an easy feat. Congratulations also to Jonathan Penumala and Neo Leiselane (Grade 6); Kira-Jade Smith, (Grade 7);
Luke de Villiers, (Grade 9); Adon Parker, (Grade 10),;and Gabriel Terblanche, (Grade 11); who were all also prize-winners in the
2017 Language Challenge Papers. Your consistency is amazing and noteworthy.
We would like to thank all principals, teachers and learners from the schools which participated in 2018. We trust that you will find
the results informative and useful in benchmarking your school’s English Language proficiency against National norms and averages,
and, for those schools which have participated in the past, plotting and measuring your progress against previous years.

Bloemfontein Branch
SACEE 2018 was another successful year for debating in Bloemfontein, although we had some sad news. The passing of Miss
Norine van Arkel was a very poignant day for the Bloemfontein
debating league as she had dedicated her life to SACEE Bloemfontein. She will always be remembered for all her hard work and
selflessness towards SACEE Bloemfontein.
We had a total of 9 schools that participated throughout the year
and the final round was an all-girls final hosted by St. Michael’s
School for girls.
The winners of the league for 2018 were as follows:

ing do not
have the
knowledge to
adjudicate.
We really appreciate every
single one of
the students who offer up their Thursday evenings to help us
with adjudication and to give feedback to the learners after each
debate.
Mrs Megan Potgieter has offered to assist as Secretary/Treasurer
for 2019. This issue was raised at our 2019 AGM and everyone
present agreed that Mrs Potgieter will now be part of the team.

Juniors: Eunice Girls’ School
Seniors: St. Michael’s School for Girls
We also work very closely with the University of the Free State
Students’ Debating Board with Mr Mohau Nthebe as the logistics
coordinator. We are very dependent on the students to adjudicate
at each round as many of the teachers that are in charge of debat-

Another issue that was raised at the AGM was that Bloemfontein
SACEE could expand. The teachers were asked if anyone would
volunteer taking on a project, even just a once-off event, but
unfortunately no one has offered their services.

Border Branch
2018 was once again a successful and productive year for our
Branch in terms of the wide range of school activities:
Forum Discussion: (Grades 10 – 12)
Fun with Words (Grades 1- 3; 4&5; 6 & 7)
General Knowledge Quiz (Grades 6 &7)
Junior Poetry Festival
Senior Poetry Festival
Public Speaking (Grade 3; Grades 4&5; 6&7; 8&9; 10-12)
Read out Loud (Grades 4&5; 6&7)
Short Story – National Competition (Grades 6 &7; 8-11)
Spelling Bee (Grades 2 &3; 4-7)
Puzzle Parade (Grades 1-3)

ing their poems on the Poetry theme, ‘Friends’.
Sadly, Mrs Jennavieve Shelver handed in her resignation at the
end of the year. She and her family have emigrated to Canada,
and we wish them well.
A special word of thanks is extended to Mrs Carol Felton and
Mrs Sandra Baxter who continued to assist SACEE in coordinating the HS Forum Discussion, Public Speaking and Read
Out Loud contests.
To the principals, educators, learners and parents, thank you for
your continued support of SACEE in the Border Region.

A final ‘thank you’ is extended to our present committee members for their loyalty, dedication and commitment to SACEE.
We also held our annual Poetry Café, which was very well received. Gold-award poets met at ‘The Legend’s Café’ in Septem- Without them these activities, which reach many thousands of
ber and, over a cup of hot chocolate, enjoyed reading and shar- learners throughout South Africa, would not have been possible.
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Eastern Cape Branch
Other than the English Olympiad, a national project managed
by the Eastern Cape Branch, our other project is the EC High
School Speaking Challenge.
This year we managed to cut our coat according to our cloth.
Care was taken not to spend money earned from the National
Project on projects that run at a loss, worthwhile though they
might be. Ricky Woods is to be congratulated for running a tight
ship!
This year 11 speakers entered – a gratifying representational
cross-section of the demographic make-up of our country.
The judges were: Marlene van Wyk, Toastmasters and Past
National Contest Winner; Chief Judge Elita von Steiger, Algoa
Club Toastmaster; and Glenis Whitehead, Area A1 Director,
Algoa Toastmasters. Ricky Woods was the Event Organizer,
Contest Chair.

Marlene van Wyk, Chief Judge; Siyathandwa Gomo, Second Position, Victoria Park; Milani Mgaga, First Place, Westering High
School; Darryn Tarentaal, Third, Sanctor; Mrs Ricky Woods, event
organiser

Johannesburg Branch
SHAKESPEARE CHALLENGE

some achieve greatness, and some …’”(‘have greatness thrust
upon them!’).

2018 saw the second annual
Shakespeare Challenge, a
team-based quiz based on six
of Shakespeare’s best known
plays (A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Antony and Cleopatra, Hamlet, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet,
Twelfth Night) and some historical background. The final was
held at the National Children’s Theatre on 11 October 2018.

By the end of the evening, the winners were The Merchants of
Menace.

Questions ranged from ‘Who is the King of Denmark at the
beginning of Hamlet? (Claudius) to ‘Name Henry VIII’s third
wife and their child’ (Jane Seymour and Edward) to ‘Identify the
play and speaker in ‘I wish you joy of the worm’’ (Clown in Antony and Cleopatra) to ‘Complete the line, “Some are born great,

DEBATING

CREATIVE WRITING

In 2018 the Creative Writing Competition attracted more than
300 entries. The prize-giving was held at King David Victory
Park. In addition to senior and junior poetry, this year the prose
The final was between The Merchants of Menace from King David section was divided into ‘Essay’ and ‘Short Story’ as well as 100word-fiction. Jane Fox, the adjudicator, was impressed by the
Linksfield (Joshua Wilensky, Max Mendelow and Caleb Sack)
and The Milkshakespeareans from the National Children’s Theatre high standard of entries.
(Sam Hertz, Matthew, Ricky de Abreu and Reynard Vos).
The SACEE Debating League continues to be the biggest and
strongest league in Gauteng, with senior and junior sections
divided into three geographical regions

Mid-Vaal Branch
This year the Junior Original Writing Competition for Primary
Schools was led by Miss Annastella
Papageorgiou from Mondeor Primary School. She was assisted by
Robin Nell, Gill Callan, Heather
Tutton, Paula De Oliviera, Talita
Bedessy, S Loots, Ella Leite and
the Miss Earth SA Team.
Two hundred and sixty-nine individual pieces of writing were submitted by 12 schools. All entrants received a certificate of: participation, merit, runner-up or

winner.
The floating trophy in memory of Beverly Liebenberg was
awarded to the school with the most winning pieces (Roedean
School) and a trophy recording the top five schools was presented to the runner-up school (Pridwin Preparatory School) in honour of Dr Richard Hayward, a founder of this competition.
The winning pieces were read by: Digby Ricci, Dr Richard Hayward, Robin Nell, Talita Bedessy, Karin Elgar, and Ella-Bella
from Generation Earth. Some of the awards were presented by
Nompumelelo Maduna (Miss Earth South Africa 2018). Digby
Ricci was our guest speaker, and he made some valid and valuable points about poetry writing.
(continued on page 7)
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To promote writing throughout primary schools, winning slots
have been allocated: one overall winner per grade, four winners
for Grade 3, four winners for Grade 4, five winners for Grade 5,
six for Grade 6 and seven for Grade 7. However, these may vary
according to the adjudicator/s. The winning pieces are allocated
points according to their level of achievement. The merit and
participation awards are not allocated points. Each school can
submit 30 entries at R15 per entry. If disadvantaged schools cannot afford to pay the fee, this monetary amount is waived.
The competition was sponsored by Reader’s Warehouse, The
Miss Earth South Africa Programme, Mondeor Primary School,

The Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls, The Glen
Shopping Centre and Generation Earth.
The Top Five Schools were:
1.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
5.

Rodean School
Pridwin Preparatory School
Auckland Park Preparatory School
King David Primary School, Linksfield
St Mary’s School, Waverley
Mondeor Primary School
Parkview Senior School

Pretoria Branch
‘Education begins the moment we see children as innately wise and capable
beings. Only then can we play along in their world.’
As newly appointed Chairperson, I can only say that it has been
an honour and a privilege to be nominated for this position. I
have been able to learn so much from Sheila Naidoo, our
outgoing Chairperson and that has inspired me to keep the
SACEE flame burning strong.

The willingness of our committee to volunteer their time and
expertise to our Creative Writing Exposium expresses how deep
our love for the English language extends. As always, it was an
absolute treat to read the various poems and prose written by
the children which are entered for our primary and high school
writing competitions.
I would like to sincerely thank Sheila Naidoo and Lindsey
Godfrey for their invaluable contribution to this council. These
ladies have offered more than 40 years’ experience to SACEE
and they have helped the Pretoria branch to grow to what it is.
Now, ladies, we salute you!
I would then also like to welcome two new members to our
SACEE family, Glenda Stanford, the coordinator for the high
schools and Monique Enslin, the coordinator for the primary

schools. We are delighted to have you ladies as part of our team.
Thus I conclude with a sincere thanks to all involved in another
fantastic year and publication. A special word of thanks must be
given to our learners, their teachers and parents who so eagerly
support our endeavours to bring out the best in our children.

PolokwaneBranch
SACEE Polokwane Debating League (PDL) Tournaments
The 15th edition of the tournament took place at Eagle’s
Nest Christian School. The tournament was smaller than
usual, but the competition was not diminished. PEPPS
College took top honours on the day in the senior division, continuing the dominance shown by the PEPPS
speakers over the last few years. In the junior division, the
Independent Team continued their winning streak as the
highest ranked team.
The 16th PDL Tournament returned to Mitchell House
School as its venue. The tournament welcomed two new
schools – Frans Mohlala Secondary and Rusplaas Christian Model School. Hoërskool Noorderland won the senior
division, while the Independent Team once again topped
the ranks in the junior league.

Winning Senior Team
Reitumetsi Kganyago, Munaka Munyai, Ralph Musonza,
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(continued from page 70
SACEE Limpopo Debating Championship (2019)
The 8th provincial championship took place at Mitchell
House School on 22 September and featured a special
twist. After many years of discussion, the fourth round
was changed into a final round that would have the best
teams in each division going up against each other to
determine who would be the best team overall.
Selectors were present as ever to select the best speakers
that would go on to represent the province at the national championship scheduled to take place later in the
year.
In the finals, Taxila beat PEPPS College in the junior
division, while Noordeland trumped PEPPS in the senior division.

Winning Junior Team
Qasim Osman, Ismail Gani, Faizaan Gani, Ameera Gani

Western Cape Branch
SACEE Western Cape has had a roller coaster year with many
changes to roles and responsibilities and significant new directions in several areas.

One of the biggest challenges for our operations is the new initiative from the Department of Education to run the Western Cape
English Language Teachers’ Association (WCELTA) which basically duplicates what SACEE is doing at a provincial level – with
We have seen several Committee members retire and several aspirant Committee members take up their roles and begin to get a significant funding and without the SACEE track record and
feel for their responsibilities. Terrill Nicolay passed her responsi- footprint. WCELTA (through Malcolm Venter) requested a
SACEE representative to stand on their Committee. I have atbilities as Chair to Alison Gwynne-Evans, but has retained responsibilities in several important areas including both the Spell- tended a committee meeting and a provincial district meeting.
Their chair, Fazeela Haferjee, is a wonderful woman with energy
check and the Rambling Readers. Roger Graham has passed responsibility for the Forum Discussions to Alexa February of Red- and vision that she is sharing.
dam House, while Robin Malan has formally handed over his
I am excited that we have launched a new Helderberg Chapter
responsibilities as editor to Twanji Kalula but remains intimately linking schools in the Somerset West, Paarl and Stellenbosch areinvolved in the business.
as. This has also seen the signing up of several new schools in this
Peter Nicolay has indicated he would like to retire from his posi- area. We look forward to hearing more about developments with
the new Chapter.
tion as Treasurer of SACEE, so we need to look at finding a replacement for him.
I would like to express my deep appreciation for the continued
support and service all these members have continued to give to
me and to SACEE during this year. SACEE is made up of the
members who offer their services and expertise to support the
SACEE mission and we have been incredibly lucky over the past
decades to have a loyal and talented bunch.

Abdulmugeeth Petersen of Pinelands High School is driving a
new initiative of involving particularly Grade 8 and 9 students
with the writing and performing of poetry in the form of slam
poetry.

The JGF has been identified as a strategic partnership for
SACEE. Jakes Gerwel Fellowship is established by Allan Gray to
identify candidates with the potential to be excellent teachers and
to support them financially and nurture them into excellence.
What is the SACEE strategy going forward?
SACEE envisages that JGF students will link up with particular
We held a brain-storming Session at Artscape on 9 August last
SACEE projects and take some level of responsibility and provide
year. This was a productive and energising session which saw the new ideas and energy. Long-term, this develops capacity in new
induction of several new committee members. It gave the oppor- teachers and connects them to the SACEE projects. Earlier this
tunity for SACEE to re-examine its mission and to identify values month we welcomed Miarah Cader, our first recruit from the
by which it operates. It also gave the opportunity to identify key
Jakes Gerwel Fellowship, as an adjudicator in the City Bowl Pubchallenges and opportunities and to get feedback from teachers in lic Junior Speaking Challenge. We look forward to more candithe field who had a clear sense of what we needed to do.
dates linking in with our activities.
Partnership was identified as a key operational mode. This has
SACEE was approached by the Scalibrini Centre to see if we had
resulted in several new initiatives, including linking English Alive
manpower available to mark assignments for students linked to an
with the Open Book Festival, linking the SACEE brain-storming overseas degree programme for migrants and refugees run by
with Artscape’s Women’s Day, and linking with the New Hamp- New Hampshire University. We had two people accept responsishire University degree programme and the Jakes Gerwel Fellow- bility for marking assignments; one has stopped but the other is
ship. There was also a move to link the City Bowl Public Speaking continuing and is doing excellent work. There would be room for
Challenge with Cape Town Rise and we will need to see how this one or two more people to assist with marking.
develops.

